In this article, a low-power, high-speed arbitration tree for pixel detector readout is presented. The synchronized, binary tree priority encoder establishes a position-dependent priority list at the start of every time frame. Pixels that indicate the presence of data for readout are sequentially granted access to a shared bus for data transfer to the periphery, without the use of an additional global strobe signal. It can be used for either full frame imaging or zero-suppressed readout, in which case it can simultaneously generate the pixel address. To increase the readout frame rate, the pixel array is subdivided into two halves, which allow interleaved latching of data at the output serializer. The design was implemented in a 65-nm LP-CMOS process for the readout of a 64 × 64 pixel array. Measurement results demonstrate a deadtimeless, full frame imaging rate of ∼50 kfps, achieved with a dedicated output for every (32 × 32) 1024 pixels and for a pixel data packet of 11 bits, with no bit errors detected over 1000 frames. The measured energy per bit is 0.94 pJ.
I. INTRODUCTION
H YBRID pixel radiation detectors typically contain a pixelated sensor layer bonded to a pixelated readout integrated circuit (ROIC). They are used for measuring the properties of incoming radiation in a wide range of applications, including particle tracking in high energy physics, medical imaging, and focal plane arrays for astronomy. As pixel detectors have evolved over the last few decades, the readout of the pixels has itself evolved from simple analog readouts to fast digital readouts enabling higher data frame rates. Typical in-pixel digital measurements include counting the number of incoming photons [1] - [3] , measuring the time of arrival of the photon [4] , [5] , or analog-to-digital conversion of accumulated photons [6] - [8] within a given time frame or integration window. It is generally desirable for these detectors to be operated continuously without any deadtime such that when new information is being recorded in the current time frame, simultaneously the previous information is being sent off to the data acquisition system. For deadtimeless operation, the time to read out the frame should be less than or equal to the photon detection and processing time frame. Over time, the number of pixels has increased from a few hundreds to greater than a few billions [9] , and the sensitive area for the entire detector has increased from few square millimeters to few square meters [10] . As the size and area of the detector increases, so does the power consumption, while the full-frame readout rate decreases. It takes more time and energy to transfer data over longer distance due to larger interconnect capacitance from the central areas of the detector to the periphery. Hence, high-speed, low-power readout architectures are required.
Applications with low pixel occupancy such as photon correlation spectroscopy [11] or quantum cryptography [12] benefit from data sparsification techniques, such as zerosuppression which eliminates zeros by not transmitting data from pixels with no acquired photons. Data-driven zero-suppressed readout is a means of reducing the data bandwidth as well as increasing frame rates, provided that the system is able to move the information off-chip at the same rate as it is being produced.
We propose a low-power, high-speed, reconfigurable readout architecture which allows both full frame as well as zero-suppressed read out, based on an arbitration tree for transferring data from pixel to periphery within a user-defined time frame. It is capable of achieving deadtimeless, full frame imaging rates of ∼50 kfps, with a dedicated output for every 1024 pixels and for a pixel data packet of 11 bits, with no bit errors detected over 1000 frames. The measured energy per bit is 0.94 pJ.
The rest of this article is arranged as follows. In Section II, we briefly discuss pixel detector readout techniques; and in Section III, we explain the need for our approach and the optimizing potential in other designs. In Section IV, we present our design of a synchronized binary tree priority encoder (SB-PE). The detailed pixel level logic and implementation is shown in Section V. Section VI presents the test results, followed by conclusions in Section VII.
II. PIXEL DETECTOR READOUT TECHNIQUES
Pixel detector readouts using "time frames" enable periodic snapshots of data to be recorded, which allow for deadtimeless operation. Each pixel contains two sets of registers: while one set is processing data in the current time frame, another set is transferring data off-chip from the previous time frame. The traditional method used for full frame digital data readout is by daisy-chaining all data storage registers to create a long shift register connected to one or multiple external I/Os and clocked at a high frequency to obtain off-chip data transfer [13] , [14] . However, this method has the disadvantage of high-power consumption, both from distributing the readout clock signal to every register and from clocking at high frequency. This method can be modified to allow a frame-based zero-suppressed readout by adding logic which skips a pixel with no data, and adds a "flag" which identifies the position of the skipped pixels [15] .
Several methods such as data node-based, networkbased or a combination of these architectures [16] , [17] can be used to move packet-based, zero-suppressed data from the shift register at one end of the column or matrix to the periphery at the opposite end of the ROIC, and subsequently off-chip. The data are essentially moved from the shift register in one pixel to another, possibly with additional registers per group of pixels to alleviate congestion. Several algorithms which give priority to data that had been waiting the longest exist [18] , which are easier to implement when the data to be transferred contain timestamps.
One of the simplest methods of data-driven readout is a token passing scheme, where the first pixel to grab the token is enabled to transmit data on a shared bus [19] . The main disadvantage in the token passing scheme is that the readout speed is limited by the time it takes for the token to circle through a given bank of pixels. This limitation can be overcome by adding a fast look-ahead logic [20] - [22] .
In other readout methods which employ statistical time division multiplexing, transmission nodes are continuously monitoring the availability of the data bus for transmission. To avoid collisions when two nodes try to access the bus at the same time, one node is arbitrarily granted access to the bus. The other node waits for a random time duration before attempting to transmit again [23] .
Neuromorphic designs which use address event representation schemes and readout constraints are even more stringent as these do not operate using time frames but instead require an event-driven approach. Since a predetermined list of pixels is not available, arbiters are required at every node to avoid race conditions when new pixels need to transmit data [24] - [26] .
Although we are discussing readout techniques for pixel detectors, it is potentially applicable to other scenarios which require sparse data readouts. This includes access and transfer of data from content addressable memories [27] - [29] , sparsifying output in tracking-trigger ASICs [30] , population count circuits [31] , and networking applications [32] .
III. BINARY TREE PE FOR ADDRESS GENERATION AND PIXEL DATA TRANSFER
In zero-suppressed readout techniques the address of the pixel along with its data is required to reconstruct a positiondependent map. The significant advantage of a binary tree PE over the techniques discussed in Section II is that it can simultaneously generate the pixel address while transferring Fig. 1 . Pixels with valid data assert a request signal (readRequest), which propagates through the binary tree. An acknowledge signal (selectPixel) on its reverse path selects the pixel with the highest priority for readout and simultaneously creates the pixel address. A global, independent strobe signal (readStrobe) tells the periphery to latch the contents of the selected pixel to the data-output register and disables the readRequest signal to remove the pixel's access to the bus. data with minimal additional circuitry. A binary-tree PE, first implemented in [33] , was originally used as an address generator. The concept can be extended to allow the selected pixel to access a common bus for transferring its data to a peripheral data transmitter, as shown in Fig. 1 . The binary tree operates on an address-based priority, whereby pixels with higher address have higher priority. When a pixel has valid data, it asserts a request signal readRequest, which propagates through the binary tree, cascading down from the pixel to the periphery. After reaching the root node of the tree, the same signal is propagated back on the reverse path as an asynchronous acknowledge signal selectPixel to select the pixel with the highest priority and simultaneously creates the pixel address. However, typically a global, independent, strobe signal readStrobe is required by the periphery to latch the contents of the selected pixel and its address to the data-output register. It subsequently disables the readRequest signal, removing the pixel's access to the bus.
The binary-tree PE has several advantages; the high-speed output data transfer clock is localized to a short serial dataoutput register in the data transmitter, instead of being distributed across the matrix of thousands of pixels. However, this method has several limitations. First, it uses two entirely independent paths, one for selection of pixel for readout and the other to latch data and deselect the pixel. The delays showing the various delays and pixel position-dependent skew. Data are latched at the rising edge of readStrobe and the pixel is subsequently disabled at the falling edge. After the current pixel is disabled, the selectPixel signal enables the next pixel based on its priority. through these paths are different, hence to maintain data integrity the readStrobe period needs always to be based on the worse case skews and delays. Second, there is a large capacitance on the common bus, requiring a long time for data to settle before being valid for readout.
With reference to Fig. 2 , data are latched at posedge of readStrobe, and at its negedge, the current pixel's access to the readout bus is terminated. The next pixel is then selected automatically by the combinational logic of the binary tree. For a given readout speed, based on all the delays through the two paths, once a pixel is given access to the bus, the maximum time available for data to settle is
where t p is the readStrobe period, t on is when readStrobe is high (typically much longer than a register's hold time, t hold ), t d1 is the propagation delay for the independent readStrobe from the periphery to the pixel, with t skew1 the pixel positiondependent uncertainty in resetting the pixel, t d2 is the propagation delay of the selectPixel through the arbitration tree, t skew2 is the pixel position dependent uncertainty in selecting the next pixel. t d1 and t d2 are using two different signal networks with different propagation delays. The maximum readout rate is therefore limited by the worst case propagation delay and skew. Moreover, readStrobe and selectPixel are not derived from a single on-chip clock, and use two entirely different propagation paths. For data to be valid, the data bus settling time should be less than or equal to t settling .
The implementation presented in [33] was subsequently optimized in [34] by minimizing the number of transistors required for the logic. The address-encoder and reset-decoder (AERD) proposed in [35] also uses a binary tree arbiter to generate pixel addresses. Instead of the selectPixel signal, a sync signal is generated by ANDing the readRequest signal with a synchronous clock signal used for pixel selection. The positive edge of the clock is used to latch the address at the periphery. At the negative edge of the clock the pixel is disabled and the next pixel is selected. The disadvantage of this scheme is its clock duty cycle inefficiency, half the clock period is used for pixel selection and the other half for generating the address. We propose a solution that also does not require a global strobe signal based on a different paradigm [36] , [37] by optimally utilizing the clock period, which achieves faster operation as explained in Section IV.
IV. SYNCHRONIZED IMPLEMENTATION
OF BUS ARBITRATION An SB-PE has been developed to overcome the challenges presented in Section III. In this implementation, the pixel's access to a shared bus is "synchronized" and entirely controlled by the output data transmitter without requiring a global readStrobe signal.
The concept of the PE is shown in Fig. 3 . The SB-PE behaves like a commuter switch selecting the pixels one after another based on their address-dependent priority. A series of synchronous pulses (readOutControl) are sent through the binary tree: the first pulse reaches the pixel with highest priority Pix_a, the falling edge enables this pixel and the rising edge disables it, the commuter opens the switch with Pix_a and closes the switch to Pix_d, therefore the next pulse reaches Pix_d, and so on. When all the pixels with data have been readout, the commuter switch defaults to the last pixel in the tree, Pix_z. However, since it no longer has any valid data, its data output will be "0." Pix_z is continuously read out till a frame change occurs and a new priority list is created. Alternatively, it could be gated to stop readout. This eliminates the problem of the two independent data paths selectPixel Fig. 4 . Binary tree PE is shown for eight pixels. Pulses generated from the data transmitter (readOutControl) are broadcast only to the selected pixel by using the path enabled by readRequest from the pixel of highest priority to the data transmitter in the opposite direction. The next pulse reaches the pixel with the next highest priority, and so on. and readStrobe selecting and transferring the data from the pixel to the data transmitter. Furthermore, the duty cycle of readOutControl signal can be optimized to achieve higher operating speeds.
The reverse path of the binary tree, which is typically used to create the pixel address and allocate the access of the bus to the pixel (selectPixel), is also used to send the readOutControl signal. This further reduces the switching activity across the matrix by propagating one strobe pulse at a time only to the relevant pixel. The uncertainty in pixel selection time is position dependent. The shortest propagation delay is between two adjacent pixels which share the same parent node of the binary tree. Conversely, pixels with no shared path exhibit the longest delay. With reference to Fig. 4 , the selection between the first and second pixels with hits is an example of shortest delay, while the subsequent selection of the third pixel is an example of the longest delay.
The worst case uncertainty can be estimated based on the number of levels in the binary tree. Defining a single propagation step between nodes as a "hop," the worst case selection delay for an array of 2 N pixels requires 2N hops. For a matrix of 2 10 pixels and a gate delay of ∼100 ps, this translates to 20 hops, requiring few nanoseconds. Since the readOutControl signal is generated by the data transmitter which also latches the data, the two signals use the same data paths. Moreover, selectPixel is derived from readOutControl and hence their skews are similar. With reference to Fig. 5 , is latched and subsequently disabled at the posedge of readOutControl and the pixel [N ] is selected at the negedge. The readOutControl is generated from serializerClk, based on the number of bits in a data packet. t_d1 and t_skew1 are now absorbed in t_ON, so that there is longer time for data to settle for a given readout rate.
the maximum time available for the readout bus to settle is
where t p is the readOutControl period, t on is when readOutControl is "high"; t d1 and t d2 are the propagation delays of readOutControl to arrive at two successive pixels through the arbitration tree, t skew1 and t skew2 are the corresponding position-dependent uncertainties in releasing and enabling a pixel, respectively. Data are latched at posedge of readOutControl. t d1 and t skew1 do not appear in this equation, provided t on > t d1 + t skew1 , so that a given settling time can sustain a higher readout rate. t d1 must be greater than t hold , but this is easily achieved in modern processes. readOutControl is derived from the data output serializ-erClk, and its period t p is set equal to the time it takes to transfer a data packet off-chip. Since the data are latched at the periphery of any of the posedge of the serializerClk, which occur before the posedge of readOutControl, it can also be used to latch the data for additional safety margin at the cost of shorter t settling .
To evaluate the advantages of the proposed architecture, it was compared with a serial shift register as well as with the original PE [33] . The comparison was performed at the register transfer logic (RTL) implementation level using area and power information from the normal Vt standard cell libraries for both 65-and 130-nm CMOS processes for the readout of 1024 pixels, each with 10 bits of data to be read out at 400 Mb/s. The analysis is approximate but conservative, since the power consumption for the PE does not account for the increased number of buffers required for the clock tree distribution of the readStrobe signal, since the pixel area is larger than the synthesized area of the readout. Table I clearly highlights the benefit of the SB-PE in terms of both power and area. As expected, irrespective of the readout scheme, both power consumption and area decrease as the technology scales. For an 8% marginal increase in area the SB-PE has around 50-80 times lower power consumption than the serial shift register. The elimination of buffers required for clock tree synthesis of the readStrobe signal effectively reduces the power of the SB-PE by almost a factor of 2 compared to the standard PE.
V. PIXEL LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION
The pixel level implementation of the logic which interfaces with the readout is shown in Fig. 6 . The operating time frame is defined by a global, user-defined frameClk. As mentioned earlier for deadtimeless operation, the pixel includes two sets of data registers, one for storing data from the current frame Fig. 6 . Conceptual circuit level implementation of a pixel with two sets of data registers for current and previous time frames. A readRequest signal is activated (high) at the start of a frame if pixel has data or in frame-based readout. The falling edge of the selectPixel signal allows the pixel to access the common data bus and the rising edge disables the pixel and resets (low) the readRequest signal. A global signal changes the time frame, which cycles the data storage registers for readout. and the other for sending data out from the previous frame. At the rising edge of the frameClk, the registers are toggled by changing switch positions if new data are available for readout. Simultaneously, the readRequest signal is asserted to indicate that the pixel has data.
For full frame imaging additional pixel logic is used to "set" the readRequest signal for all pixels. When the selectPixel signal is "low," the tristate buffer is enabling pixel access to the data bus. Subsequently, the rising edge of the selectPixel signal resets and cancels the readRequest.
For triggered zero suppressed readout applications, such as those implemented for front-end readout of particle detectors at the LHC, the scheme as shown in Fig. 6 should be complemented by a memory buffer of sufficient depth to accommodate trigger latency. Depending on the pixel size and trigger latency, such memory can be placed in the periphery or in each pixel. The selection and transfer of data from memory would require additional logic for matching the trigger bunch crossing ID with the time stamp of the stored data.
The switches in Fig. 4 are implemented as combinational logic gates as shown in Fig. 7 . The circuit associated with a PE for four pixels shows that the higher order address bits can be computed and settle faster than the lower order bits.
If only full frame imaging is required, the readout architecture uses a cascade of alternating leafNOR and leafNAND cells without any address generation circuitry. Hence, for a matrix of 1024 pixels, 512 leafNAND cells and 511 leafNOR cells are required, no additional buffers are added.
A. Distribution of Signals and Placement of Cells
A digital-on-top design methodology is used to assemble the readout architecture of the ROIC.
The distribution of the readRequest and readOutControl signals is done by the place-and-route (P&R) tool to minimize the Fig. 7 . PE for four pixels showing the propagation of readRequest from pixel to the periphery, the pixel selection using the readOutControl signal uses the opposite path through the arbitration tree to reach only one pixel at a time. The address generation logic is also shown, which can be omitted if implementation is only for full frame readout. Fig. 8 . Network of readRequest signal from each pixel cascades through the PE for requesting bus access across the matrix of 32 × 32 pixels. The P&R tool distributes the readout logic of leafNOR and leafNAND cells symmetrically across the matrix as shown by the yellow nodes. skew across the ROIC as shown in Fig. 8 . The distribution and the placement of the leafNAND and leafNOR is symmetrical across the matrix using a clone placement strategy.
The readOutControl signal requires a maximum of nine gate delays and six physical hops to reach from the output serializer controller to the pixel. The first three hops are through the central row and the next three are within every double column. The reduced number of hops is achieved by physically clustering the data registers of four pixels. Owing to the column-wise pixel numbering, the P&R tool uses a 1-D tree to distribute the signal across the matrix as shown in Fig. 9(a) . However, to further reduce skew and the trace length of these signals a "H-Tree" distribution must be implemented [38] . If the pixel numbering is redefined as shown in Fig. 9(b) . then the P&R tool automatically generates a "H-tree." Fig. 9 illustrates the concept for 64 pixels but the actual implementation is for two independent 512 pixels corresponding to Fig. 10 .
B. Increasing Speed Using the Ping-Pong Approach
As the number of pixels in an array sharing the common data bus increases, so does the bus capacitance. The higher the bus capacitance the longer it takes for data to settle and be valid before it is latched by the peripheral data transmitter.
To overcome the bus settling time, an array of pixels (e.g., 32 × 32) can be divided into two halves (512), each with its own arbitration logic as shown in Fig. 10 . This allows for interleaved latching of data from the two pixel banks into Fig. 10 .
Pixel array divided into two halves for interleaved ping-pong pipelining of data from pixel to the central data control and transmitter block, which contains an output serializer for serial data transfer and also generates the readOutControl signal derived from the serializerClk for pixel selection. Fig. 11 . Highlighting of the physical placement of the output data buses from two halves of the matrix. Interleaving the two allows the data bus a longer time to settle ensuring data integrity, while also reducing the total bus capacitance by a factor of 2.
two parts of an output serializer within the data transmitter, which operates as a one-stage pipeline, increasing the time available for settling by a factor of 2. When one bank is being readout the other bank is being latched, increasing the speed without compromising settling time.
The ping-pong pipelining ensures sufficient settling time for the next valid data to be transferred from a pixel to the output serializer, which is less than the time it takes to readout the current data packet. Additionally, it reduces the parasitics on the shared address and data output buses by a factor of 2 [39] . The independent output data buses on the left and right half of the matrix is shown in Fig. 11 .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The SB-PE has to date been implemented in two ROICs. The first is a 192 × 192 pixel array [39] in 130-nm LP-CMOS, Fig. 12 . Serial output data corresponding to pixel output ADC bus switching from 11'b10000000000 to 11'b11111111111 at 400-MHz serializer clock.
with both full frame as well as zero-suppressed readout capabilities. The second is a 64 × 64 pixel array in 65-nm LP-CMOS [7] , exclusively with full-frame readout, which does not require the address generation logic. The test results presented in this section are for this second ROIC, which is the only one available so far. For deadtimeless operation a full frame readout speed of ∼40 kfps or higher needs to be demonstrated which is equal to the time it takes for a single ADC conversion cycle. This full-frame rate is achievable if the output serializer is operating at 400 MHz. The goal of testing was to determine the speed, reliability, and power consumption of the readout architecture.
A high-Vt standard cell library was used for this implementation to reduce the power consumption by a factor of 2 compared to the normal-Vt library. The chip is divided into four quadrants with one dedicated output pin for every 1024 pixels, with one SB-PE per 512 pixels to interleave pixel readout from the left and the right halves of the matrix, as presented in Fig. 10 .
The data controller and transmitter block serially transmits 1-bit range and 10-bit of ADC output data per pixel, alternating between the left and right halves.
When considering the speed limitations of the data readout architecture, the worst case occurs when all the lines of the 11 bit shared parallel data output bus, which transfers data from the pixel to the periphery, transition from "0 to 1" or "1 to 0" for every consecutive data transfer cycle.
For this test, the ROIC is configured such that 12.5% of the pixels contain ADC data corresponding to all 1's, with each of them followed in the full-frame readout sequence by a pixel with no ADC data. With the range bit set to 1, this causes the output bus to switch at every readout cycle from 11'b11111111111 to 11'b10000000000 for 25% of the frame. Fig. 12 captures such transitions at the output of the ROIC, for a serializer clock frequency of 400 MHz.
The power consumption of the ROIC power supplies for analog, digital, and LVDS sections can be independently monitored. The digital power consumption includes the readout power as well as ADC digital control logic. The power consumption of the readout is measured by recording the power during the full-frame readout and by subtracting the dynamic power corresponding to the ADC conversion (which can be independently measured by turning off the data readout serializerClk).
Power consumption is plotted against supply voltage shown in Fig. 13 as well as serializer clock frequency shown in Fig. 14, which both demonstrate good agreement between To measure the output data bit error rate (BER), 1000 frames were analyzed. Each frame consists of 11286 bits of data, starting with a 22-bit header [1010101010100000000000], followed by 11-bit data per pixel from 1024 pixels. The output serializer is operated for a range of frequencies from 100 to 800 MHz, and the number of errors for 10 million bits is determined. These measurements do not use a pseudorandom bit stream (PRBS) but instead are based on the worse case test pattern generated by toggling ten lines of the pixel data bus to min/max values for consecutive data transfer cycles. No bit errors were observed up to 550 MHz, at 1.2-V power supply, after which BER increases as shown in Fig. 15 . These measurements were also performed for a fixed clock frequency of 200 MHz, and varying the digital power supply voltage from 900 mV to 1.4 V. No bit errors were observed for supply voltages above 1.0 V.
In this implementation for full-frame readout, which does not include address generation, the energy per bit measurement at the nominal operating voltage of 1.2 V and at a serializer output frequency of 400 MHz is 0.94 pJ/bit. This design reads 1024 pixels of 50 × 50 µm 2 , distributed across an area of 1.6 mm × 1.6 mm optimized by the digital-on-top, P&R design assembly. It compares favorably with other binary tree readouts [35] . Fig. 15 . BER versus output serializer clock frequency, performed at 1.2-V power supply. No bit errors were detected up to 550 MHz. BER versus power supply voltage, performed at 200-MHz output serializer clock frequency. No bit errors were detected above 1-V power supply. The BER test is based on min/max switching of the data bus used to transfer data from pixel to periphery.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, the SB-PE readout for pixel detectors was presented. It is a low-power, high-speed bus arbitration technique for data transfer from pixels to periphery. It is suitable for both full frame readout as well as zero-suppressed readout. This technique minimizes switching activity across the matrix by allowing only one single pixel to be active at a time. Furthermore, it eliminates the need to synchronize between the two independent signals for pixel selection and deselection. Simulations and measurements show the viability of the design and demonstrate significant power saving. Unlike mentioned in [35] , this readout is not organized as a thin long column which is susceptible to large sidewall capacitance from closely packed metal tracks but instead by subchips [39] . The subchip approach is particularly suited to take advantage of data transfer through the backside of the chip utilizing low capacitance, small diameter through silicon vias [40] for future large chip implementation. The full chip assembly process of segmenting subchips based on resource optimization is elaborated in [41] . If several parallel output ports are not available, a hierarchical nested approach could be used. Encoding the address value at each level can further decrease the power consumption and save area [42] . Furthermore, the digitalon-top P&R assembly can easily scale the architecture for implementation to different pixel geometries and technologies.
Although we demonstrated our technique for pixel detectors, it is potentially applicable to other scenarios which require sparse data readouts. This includes access and transfer of data from content addressable memories, sparsifying output in tracking-trigger ASICs, population count circuits and networking applications.
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